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New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Jeff Thornton and Trudy
Garrison are back. In Tibetan Adventure, the first book in Parker
s adventure travel series, Jeff Thornton traveled to Tibet to help
free his research scientist parents who were being held prisoners
in a remote abandoned monastery by an evil Chinese army
colonel. In Patagonian Adventure, the second book in the series,
Jeff and his father venture to the vast, far off in a wild and
sparsely settled region of Patagonia, Argentina. Jeff has near
death experiences with a ruthless one-eyed gaucho and a huge
killer puma, all while attempting to hook the biggest fish in the
river. Patagonian Adventure, like Tibetan Adventure, is a
memorable and must read for the entire family. Travel with
Jack s lead character, Jeff Thornton, to the Patagonian region
of Argentina. Become engulfed in the country, the vivid
description of its geography, culture and fauna. A spectral
confrontation, thievery and life-threatening situation add to the
excitement and possessiveness of the story.
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An extremely wonderful book with lucid and perfect information. It is one of the most awesome publication i have
read. Your life period will probably be enhance the instant you total looking at this pdf.
-- Pr of . Da n Windler  MD-- Pr of . Da n Windler  MD

It is really an amazing publication i actually have at any time read. It is really simplistic but unexpected situations
inside the 50 percent of your pdf. Its been written in an exceptionally simple way in fact it is just right a er i finished
reading this ebook where actually transformed me, alter the way i really believe.
-- Dr . Celestino Spinka  III--  Dr . Celestino Spinka  III
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